Here’s a quick introduction to
who we are and what we do.

Profile
Studio Jaywall is a social impact
communications design team.
We specialize in creative
strategy and graphic design for
social, environmental, cultural
and urbanism initiatives.
Based in Toronto and working internationally, we partner with forwardthinking organizations to drive positive social change.
We’re agile and relationship-centered. We responsively assemble teams
of experienced thinkers and makers to bring each unique project to life.
Meet our core team:

Jay Wall
Creative Director

Helén Marton
Designer

Fraser Page
Web Developer

Experience
Since 2011, we’ve had the
pleasure of working with
over a hundred forwardthinking organizations from
across Canada and around
the world, ranging from
non-profits to institutions
to governments. Here is a
selection.

in partnership with

International Institute for Sustainable Development
Advancing global goals for
2,988 megawatts
sustainable development
of generating capacity
It is estimated that

and $42 billion

could be saved per annum by improving energy
efficiency in India.

The International Institute for Sustainable
Development (IISD) is5%
a global non-profit
organization that provides practical
solutions to the challenge of integrating
environmental and social priorities with
economic development. As IISD renewed
284 it needed
6 77to better
its strategic direction,
communicate its work.
of India’s potential energy
saving capacity was
tapped at the beginning
of 2014

or more of India's rural
population DOES NO T
have access to electricity

INVE STMENT TREATIES

For over a decade IISD has been a thought leader on the reform of the
laws and policies that govern investment. And over the years we have
worked with dozens of governments and hundreds of policy makers to
put those ideas into practice. In 2014-15 IISD’s investment team
worked with:

developing country
officials

regional
organizations

countries

We re-designed
IISD’s brand and
HI GH LIGH TS
Energy
equipped them
with a cohesive visual
identity system able to serve the breadth
of organizational activities in over 70
countries. Based on a globe, the new
identity reflects IISD’s work to influence
major shifts in policy, resulting in positive
impact in livelihoods around the world.
We have also produced an entire suite of
communication materials, including
publications, brochures, infographics,
videos, and an online annual report. The
new visual identity system allows IISD to
communicate its work more effectively,
and to ultimately improve the global
economy, environment, and society.
» www.iisd.org
In collaboration with:
International Institute for Sustainable
Development & Loop: Design for
Social Good
—
Worldwide, 2015–ongoing

City Planning Youth Engagement Strategy
Engaging young residents
in city planning processes
In Toronto, conversations about the future
of the city often transpire without much
youth participation. As the municipal
government strives to be “the most
engaged city in North America,” the City
Planning division worked with a team of
local youth to research this issue and
propose solutions.
We consolidated the research findings
into an appealing, understandable
booklet with photos and infographics. It
highlights 20 recommended actions that
the City and its consultants can take to
assure youth participation in city planning
initiatives. The booklet was distributed to
City staff and to groups involved in public
consultation to inform their youth
engagement practices. It has also been
shared with other cities across North
America so they can learn from Toronto
and adopt their own local interpretations
of the recommended actions.
In collaboration with:
City of Toronto, Swerhun Facilitation,
Maximum City, Urban Strategies
& the Youth Research Team
—
Toronto, 2015

WellAhead
Empowering school
communities to foster
wellbeing practices
WellAhead is an initiative aiming to improve
the social and emotional wellbeing of
students in schools across Canada. It
utilizes a social innovation lab framework
and draws on co-design, prototyping and
scaling to generate and test innovative
ideas, empowering students and teachers
through the process.
Working closely with MaRS Solutions Lab
and the McConnell Foundation, we played
a vital role in shaping and testing the
communication strategy of the initiative,
including naming, identifying brand
characteristics, key audiences and their
motivations. The efforts resulted in a brand
system that balances the views and
expectations of each stakeholder group,
and expresses the positive spirit and
experimental approach of the lab process.
Launched in British Columbia in 2015,
WellAhead will evolve as it scales across
Canada in the coming years.
» www.wellahead.ca
In collaboration with:
MaRS Solutions Lab &
J.W. McConnell Family Foundation
—
Canada-wide, 2015–ongoing

Brand
Brief
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1.

Wellahead

Partners

J.W. McConnell Family Foundation
MaRS Solutions Lab
Project

A public social innovation lab initiative
to bring wellbeing into the DNA of
schools. (“Wellbeing” is understood
here as a holistic concept with a focus
on social and emotional wellbeing.)
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3.

LANDSCAPE OF YOUTH MENTAL HEALTH

There are many easily understood
programs already established in Canadian
schools around the topic of student
health and wellbeing, but they are developed outside of schools and brought
in, most often in the form of programs.
These programs usually focus on a specific
issue (i.e. suicide prevention, bullying
prevention, etc.) as opposed to fostering
wellbeing in all students.

The main message of such programs
to schools is: “Choose our program
on suicide prevention, because X, Y
and Z.”
The main message of such programs
towards students and teachers is
“Look out for X and get help at this
number.”

The main message of WellAhead to
all stakeholders is along the lines
of: “Lets work together to figure
out how we could increase social
and emotional wellbeing for all of
our students, and come up with
ideas to integrate these everyday
practices into the core of the school
environment.” What differentiates

When / Where

The initiative is launching in British
Columbia in 2015 and will scale across
Canada over the next 5 years.

& WELLBEING IN CANADA

visual landscaPe of organiZations

multi-stakeholder

governemental organizations

teacher & service Provide

WellAhead is the unique collaborative process through which it aims
to create and foster wellbeing in the
heart of schools.

4.

AUDIENCE PROFILES

Parents

students

They want their children to succeed
in school and in life. They will be
involved in the development of the
initiative, which is important — they
will want to know what’s going on
and that they will have a say in the
process. Parents might be scared by
the concept of a “lab” — they don’t
want people experimenting on their
children.

They are excited by the power shift
offered by the process of the initiative. They want to do well in life and
benefit from the initiative. They want
to be part of something cool, so it’s
appealing that this isn’t a typical
program.

educators
They want students to have academic success, so if this will help with
that, they are on board. They might
be concerned about added workload
and demands on classroom time
caused by participation in the initiative, but the promise is that it will
be a low-resource solution achieving
important outcomes.

Policy-makers
They would support the goals of the
initiative, but might be concerned
about its uncertain process and
outcomes.

general PuBlic
Their role in the process is not yet
decided, but their general support
would definitely be welcome.

Cities for People
Learning from experiments
to make Canadian cities
more livable and resilient
In 2014, the McConnell Foundation
launched Cities for People, an initiative with
the goal of making Canadian cities more
resilient and livable. By linking local efforts
across the country with those taking place
in other parts of the world, the first
experimental phase of the initiative sought
to foster a culture of social innovation and
deeper collaboration.

» www.phase1.citiesforpeople.ca

TOWER
RENEWAL

Before

After

Civic commons are perhaps best understood as those places
“where we do together what we can’t do alone.” these are
the words of mary rowe, the Executive vice-president of the
municipal art society of new york (mas), a U.s. partner of
Cities for people.

PROJECT FEATURE

RE-IMAGINING THE
CIVIC COMMONS

Today the commons
The commons in pre-industrial Britain were areas in which any
citizen was allowed to graze cattle. They were quite literally
are our streets, parks,
“commonly” owned by everyone. Today the commons are our
streets, parks, squares and much more – place for people to
squares and much
“celebrate, learn, rest, play, trade, make key decisions, express
more – places for
collective aspirations, and provide for themselves and one
another” (Re-Imagining the Civic Commons, MAS).
people to “celebrate,
learn, rest, play, trade,
Key among these facilities are what are called civic assets, vital
pieces of infrastructure that typically were built with public
make key decisions,
funds – post offices, libraries, bus yards and so on.
express
This
is exactly the spirit that infuses the Tower Renewal
“Cities arecollective
sandwiched between saloons and asylums In
in 2016, many of these assets are underused, abandoned or
have
program.
Canada’s Constitution act,” says John Brodhead, former
been turned over to strictly private use. Repurposing
aspirations,
and
prodirector of Evergreen
CityWorks.
our civic assets has become an important tool in revitalizing
“at a rise
global
convening
at manhattan’s
Two thousand concrete apartment towers
over the
landvideInfor
themselves
scape of the Greater Toronto and Hamilton
Area, built
1867, cities
were effectively made “creatures of the province,”
the commons.
Civic hall,
theprimarmunicipal art society
ily between 1950 and 1970, representing the second-highest
subject to the same law-making powers that applied to hospiof new york (mas) released
and tals,
one
concentration of high-rises in North America. Seventy-seven
timber,another.”
prisons – and yes, saloons and asylums. This is a
The Civic Assets Project, led by Talia Dorsey of The Commons
Re-Imagining the Civic Commons, a
|
ChaptEr 2

In collaboration with:
Cities for People & J.W.
McConnell Family Foundation
—
Canada-wide, 2015–2016

PROJECT FEATURE

poliCy, partnErships & FinanCing

We worked with the McConnell Foundation
and the Cities for People team to design a
report on the initiative as a snapshot of
what’s working, and sometimes what's not
working, in Canadian cities. The report was
produced in two languages and in two
complementary formats – a print publication
and a website. Using a highly visual
approach, the report highlights innovative
civic projects from across the country and
proposes next steps for Canada’s
participatory city-building movement.

2000+

Apartment towers built
per cent of these towers are located in low-income communireality that persists to the current day. Brodhead believes that
repairs. Their renewal
cities are all too often starved of the money they need toInc.
thrive.
the Greater
Toronto
and existingties and, in many cases, require major
in Montreal, hasin
worked
to identify
the city’s
first-of-a-kind
analysis on the state of
presents a huge opportunity to address housing affordability,
Nevertheless, he is an optimist.
Hamilton
Area to
between
assets and organize them
according
a taxonomy, whichenvironmental
will
the ‘civic commons’ – the constellation
sustainability and social life.
1950–1970
a broader conversation about how they might be
of shared assets like parks, libraries,
“Canada’s cities regularly finish in the top three of globalfacilitate
livaIn 2008, several civic actors, including
the City
of Toronto,
bility and resilience rankings,” he points out.
redesignated and repurposed. The project is also focused on
post
offices,
public pools and churchCanada Mortgage and Housing Corporation, and the University
pilot projects that will test its methodology and replicability.
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LA VILLE, C’EST NOUS • BOÎTE À OUTILS : TABLE RONDE 1

We Are Cities
Generating a citizen-led
national action plan for
Canada’s cities

ORGANISER & FAIRE PARTICIPER / 22

Outil de l’étape 1 :
Ordre du jour
1.

2.

3.

4.

Objectif :
Expliquer

Objectif :
Comprendre notre
réalité actuelle

Objectif :
Créer une vision
par l’action

Objectif :
Partager & planifier
en vue de l’action

20–25 minutes

45 minutes

30 minutes

Grand groupe

Petits groupes

Grand groupe

BOÎTE À OUTILS : TABLE RONDE 1
20–25 minutes
Recherche et définition
d’idées
Grand groupe

In collaboration with:
Cities for People, Evergreen CityWorks,
archiTEXT & Groundforce Digital
—
Canada-wide, 2014–2015
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Emotional Hat

Logical Hat

Factual Hat

What is the experience
of the city we want?

What are the practical elements
of the city we want?

What
are the stats about
INCLUSION
our future city?
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Out of the Box Hat
What are the innovative ideas
in the city we want?

Management/Governance

POVERTY
Hat
REDUCTION

RE

How do we manage this ideal city?
What does governance look like?
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Source: Development Impact and You: Thinking Hats. Retrieved from: http://www.diytoolkit.org/tools/thinking-hats-2

EDUCATION

WE ARE CITIES TOOLKIT : ROUNDTABLE 1

TRANSIT

WE ARE CITIES TOOLKIT : ROUNDTABLE 1

HOST & ENGAGE / 35

Stage 3 Tool:
Thinking Hats

HOST & ENGAGE / 22

Stage 1 Tool:
People & Issues Map

CITIZEN
ENGAGEMENT

GOVERNANCE

I NTE

Redraw this diagram on flip chart paper.
Feel free to change the topics around
the perimeter to suit your group.
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» www.wearecities.ca

CITIZEN
ENGAGEMENT

I NTE

Redraw this diagram on flip chart paper.
Feel free to change the topics around
the perimeter to suit your group.

LO

Out of the Box Hat

In collaboration with our project partners, we
designed a bilingual website and toolkit for
community-builders across the country to
facilitate roundtable discussions. Through
participatory exercises, participants
identified the strengths and challenges of
their cities, developed visions for the future,
and then shared actionable ideas online.
Over 2,500 Canadians participated, hosting
75 roundtables in 35 cities, generating over
2,000 ideas for our urban future. The ideas
were then consolidated into a national action
plan which charts a way forward for cities to
achieve resilience, prosperity, and inclusivity.

HOST & ENGAGE / 22

Stage 1 Tool:
People & Issues Map
GOVERNANCE

LA VILLE, C’EST NOUS • BOÎTE À OUTILS : TABLE RONDE 1

With over 80% of Canada’s population living
in cities, our future prosperity is tied to the
health and vitality of our cities. Through the
campaign We Are Cities, Evergreen
CityWorks invited Canadians to shape a
vision and action plan for making our cities
better places to live, work, and play.

HOST & ENGAGE / 35

Stage 3 Tool:
Thinking Hats

What are the innovative ideas
in the city we want?

POVERTY
Management/Governance REDUCTION
Hat

RE

How do we manage this ideal city?
What does governance look like?

Source: Development Impact and You: Thinking Hats. Retrieved from: http://www.diytoolkit.org/tools/thinking-hats-2
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Stage 3 To
Thinking H

Emotional Hat
What is the experience
of the city we want?

Source: Development Impact and Yo

Jane 100
Celebrating the life and legacy
of urban theorist and citizen
activist Jane Jacobs
Jane100 is a year-long celebration of the life
and legacy of Jane Jacobs, the inspiring
urban theorist, author and citizen activist
who made Toronto her home for nearly 40
years. To mark the occasion of what would
have been her 100th year, Studio Jaywall and
other members of the organizing committee
invite the public to organize and attend
events that engage citizens in dialogue,
action and the spirit of Jane – be it a book
club, a block party, a film screening, or a day
of community design.
We developed the Jane100 identity,
combining an expressive sunburst with a
custom handlettered wordmark which
includes a subtle reference to Jane’s
signature eyeglasses. We also designed the
website with a celebratory colour palette
and images of community activities
suggesting the many possibilities of
Jane100. The platform recently launched
and promises to fuel a year of powerful
dialogue and action.
» www.jane100.com
In collaboration with:
Jane100 Design & Curatorial Committee,
Shape My City & Christopher Rouleau
—
Toronto, 2016

TOcore
Inviting the public to help
shape the future of
Downtown Toronto
Downtown Toronto is experiencing rapid
growth and the core’s population is expected
to double over the next 25 years. The City is
developing a comprehensive set of policies
to shape Downtown’s future growth and to
create the infrastructure necessary to make it
a great place for all.
Working with a team of urban planning and
public consultation firms, we are designing a
campaign to ask the public’s advice on the
future of Downtown. TOcore has several
branded touchpoints including print and
digital media, illustrations, an interactive
website, social media (#DTadvice), videos,
and a discussion guide. We also created a
set of 16 “avatar”profiles that reflect a mix of
people who experience Downtown in a
variety of ways, as a reminder of the need to
accommodate many different people and to
help Torontonians reflect on their own
relationships with Downtown. The multitude
of outreach channels will ensure that the new
blueprint for Downtown reflects the diverse
needs and visions of Torontonians.
In collaboration with:
City of Toronto, Swerhun Facilitation,
Maximum City, Canadian Urban Institute,
Urban Strategies, Adjacent Possibilities
& Nash Paul DSouza
—
Toronto, 2015–2017

BUILDING BLOCK ICONS

Buildings &
Neighbourhoods

Parks & Public Spaces

Economy

Water

Mobility

Energy
COMMUNITY
ENGAGEMENT
TOOLKIT
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Community Facilities

Contact us to explore working
with a creative partner who
shares your values.

192 Spadina Ave, Suite 314
Toronto ON M5T 2C2
jay@jaywall.com
+1 416 899 6633
www.jaywall.com

